What can you do to make the installation process smoother?
What we need from you!

5 Pictures of your vehicle’s accessories, and their locations
We need a separate e-mail for each of your vehicles starting with a picture of the license plate, followed by 4 pictures of specific areas that will be affected by the TraCS components we will install.
Due to the number of vehicle installations per agency, it may be necessary for your maintenance shop to pre-wire and label a 20 amp 12 ga ignition feed wire into the center console for printer and dock power.

---

Enough detail in picture for us to determine if the panel was configured with spare wiring pre-installed in loom.
We need a clear view of the passenger side of the console so we can determine if any of your accessories (Flashlight, Chargers, Speakers, Mike Mounts, etc…) must be moved during the installation process.
Due to the number of vehicle installations per agency, it will be necessary for your maintenance shop to relocate any conflicting accessory items.

This Flashlight charger had to be remounted to the pedestal after the TraCS installation to maintain accessibility.

This speaker had to be relocated.
We need a full view showing the top and rear of the console.
To determine the proper type of printer mount and available mounting surface.

This picture does not show enough of the top of the console to determine printer type and available mounting surface for our needs.
The Printer will be mounted in this location for most typical installations. We must be able to free up the area on the rear of the console to facilitate this type of mount. Some installations will require the removal of cup holders or storage pockets on the console.
The Printer in most newer Impalas will be mounted in this location and can be swiveled to the side and tilted back for access to the OE Console.
Picture #5 Wiring in front of console

We need to see if wiring is above or below floor covering in front of console

Above Floor Covering
Wiring in this area can be pinched by the floor mount plate.

We don’t need you to remove the floor covering for this picture, however, we need you to understand that there may be some complications with the TRACS installation if your wiring is located below the floor covering and adequate concern for normal contact was not taken during your initial vehicle set-up.

These wires may need to be relocated during TraCS installation or at a later date by your vehicle set-up or repair facility.
Some agencies require all vehicles to be configured the same. While others agencies allow each officer to locate peripheral items to their individual specifications.

This is a question that your Department needs to be able to answer before we complete the installation.

Will the individual officer be available to advise us on their preference or will the Department advise us on a uniform configuration they prefer?
Pictures needed

- Picture #1 is of vehicle license plate
- Picture #2 of Accessory fuse panel with cover removed (Not the Factory Fuse Panel)
- Picture #3 passenger side front of console
- Picture #4 Top view of center console
- Picture #5 Wiring in front of console
Pictures need to be copied to a pdf file or attached to a word document with year make and model on the header of the document then e-mailed to:

greg.emery@alaska.gov